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For the information of Repeater NEET-2024 batch students and their parents at Chaithanya classes

Dear Student/Parent,

Please note & follow the guidelines given below.

1. For the NEET Model 5,(Unit 4)conducting on 30/10/2023(Monday), the topic for the examination will be
given below.
Physics-P12(+1),P13(+1),P14(+1) & P15(+1)
Chemistry-C11(+1),C12(+1) & C13(+1)
Botany- B9(+1),B10(+1) &B11(+1)
Zoology- Z10(+1)& Z11(+1)

2. For the NEET model 6,(Unit 3+ Unit 4) conducting on 6/11/2023(Monday), the topic for the examination will
be as per the NMC guidelines and is given below.
Physics-P8(+1), P9(+1),P10(+1),P11(+1),P12(+1),P13(+1),P14(+1)& P15(+1).
Chemistry-C7(+1), C8(+1),C11(+1), C12(+1) & C13(+1).
Botany- B6(+1),B9(+1),B10(+1) & B11(+1).
Zoology-Z7(+1),Z8(+1),Z9(+1),Z10(+1) &Z11(+1).

3. Remember 23/10/2023(Monday) will be a restricted holiday and 24/10/2023(Tuesday) will be a study
holiday.

4. We request you to preserve stamina and rebound with full power in your preparation, without any fatigue.
5. Refer and follow all the guidelines already given to you. You should be sincere and earnest in your studies. If

you work out 10 hours during working days and 15 hours during holidays, applying all the preparations
techniques already given, you can definitely achieve a good rank.

6. For the next reshuffling, 10 % weightage will be given for each NEET model examination 1,2,3 &4,20 %
weightage for NEET model 5 conducting on 30/10/2023(Monday) and 40 % weightage will be given for the
NEET model 6,(Unit 3+ Unit 4 combined exam) conducting on 6/11/2023 (Monday). The new batches will
come into effect on 9.11.2023(Thursday).

7. We request all the students to input your full power for the coming NEET model examinations. You should
consider these NEET Model examinations with same gravity as that of NEET-2024 examination. We request
you clear your doubts and revise using the Chaithanya classroom, The Learning App. Remember, NEET
model 6 is a scholarship examination and all the students should secure 100 % of marks and should avail the
scholarship.

8. Revise all the chapters based on the NMC published syllabus. The additionally added topics will be
separately discussed and the examinations will be fine-tuned with a focus on the current NMC guidelines.
After the next reshuffling you have to work out 54 NEET models till NEET-2024 examination.

9. There will be compensation classes for the earlier first year topics. The late joiners and also those who wish
to attend the earlier first year topics can avail this provision. A separate format will be circulated and the
compensation classes commence on 25/10/2023. The detailed schedule will be given later.

10. We are planning to provide higher level classes and it will commence on January-2024. We are expecting a
tough paper for NEET-2024 examination. Hence some more advanced papers should be worked out. The
detailed programme will be communicated later.

“Concentrate all your thoughts upon
the work in hand. The sun’s rays do
not burn until brought to a focus.”

“Set your goals high, and don’t stop
till you get there. “-Bo Jackson

-Alexander Graham Bell

Wishing you God’s grace in abundance,
Thomas Johnson. IIT Chennai Prof.Paul V Panikulam, Prof. P. C. Thomas & Prof. (Dr.) K. T. Johnson
(Course Director)


